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Getting Started

Getting Started
This chapter provides some basic information that you may need before you are able to use Converge. 

Topics include:

Getting a unique test account

URLS

Communicating with Converge

Authentication

Payment forms

Receipt forms

Getting a Unique Test Account
Prior to beginning Converge integration, integrators must request a unique test account with the Enable 
HTTPS Transaction option enabled, to be able to perform transactions from an integrated solution. In 

addition, the Enable HTTPS Batch Import option must be enabled in order to process batch files.

Contact Elavon Internet product support group at techsupp@elavon.com [1] or 1-800-377-3962, option 2, 

option 2 (in Canada you are asked to choose either English or French for you language) to submit your 

request for a test account.

The following information must be provided to the support group:

Company name

Primary contact name

Primary contact phone

Primary email address

URLS

Integrators must make certain that their applications meet all PA-DSS guidelines prior to use in a live merchant environment. For the most up-to-date information 
pertaining to guidelines, refer to the Transaction Security chapter. 

The Virtual Terminal can be accessed by logging to 
https://demo.myvirtualmerchant.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/login.do while testing, once 
integration testing has been completed and you are ready to begin processing production 
transactions.
You must login to the production environment to retrieve your production credentials at 
https://www.myvirtualmerchant.com/VirtualMerchant/login.do.
Username and Passwords are case sensitive (the system differentiates between upper- and lower-
case characters).
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All reference of URLs [Insert URL Here] in the samples must be replaced with the following:

Demo URLS
https://api.demo.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/process.do [2] for key value pairs formatted 

single request.

https://api.demo.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/processBatch.do [3] for key value pairs 

formatted batch request.

https://api.demo.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/processxml.do [4] for XML formatted single 

transactions.

https://api.demo.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/accountxml.do [5] for single Admin request.

Production URLS
Once integration testing has been completed and you are ready to begin processing production transactions, 

you must ensure that your integrated solution is pointed to the production environment and pass your unique 

production credentials posting to the following URLS:

https://api.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchant/process.do [6] for key value pairs formatted single 

request.

https://api.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchant/processBatch.do [7] for key value pairs formatted batch 

request.

https://api.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchant/processxml.do [8] for XML formatted single transactions.

https://api.convergepay.com/VirtualMerchant/accountxml.do [9] for XML formatted single Admin 

requests.

Communicating with Converge
Converge accepts information sent using Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) over POST method. 

The data you send, along with Converge settings, will determine:

How transactions are handled

The appearance and styling of Converge?s payment form

How Converge handles receipt and error pages, among other things

Converge currently supports two different ways to integrate:

Key value pairs formatted request using process.do (for a single transaction) or processBatch.do

(for a batch file) with the following syntax: ssl_name_of_field = value of field (example: 

ssl_amount = 1.00)

Or

XML formatted request using processxml.do (for a single transaction) or accountxml.do (for a 

Admin request), the transaction data formatted in XML syntax must include all supported transaction 

elements nested between one beginning and ending element <txn>, the data is contained within the 

xmldata variable.
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The following is an example of a fully formatted XML request:

    xmldata=<txn>
<ssl_merchant_id>my_virtualmerchant_id</ssl_merchant_id>
        <ssl_user_id>my_user</ssl_user_id>
        <ssl_pin>my_pin</ssl_pin>
        <ssl_test_mode>false</ssl_test_mode>
        <ssl_transaction_type>ccsale</ssl_transaction_type>
        <ssl_card_number>00*********0000</ssl_card_number>
        <ssl_exp_ date>1215</ssl_exp_date>
        <ssl_amount>10.00</ssl_amount>
        <ssl_cvv2cvc2_indicator>1</ssl_cvv2cvc2_indicator>
        <ssl_cvv2cvc2>123</ssl_cvv2cvc2>
<ssl_first_name>Test</ssl_first_name>
    </txn>

Authentication
The API fields that comprise the sensitive processing credentials and are required to be passed for each 

transaction are:

Field Name Description

ssl_merchant_id
Converge ID as 

provided by Elavon

ssl_user_id
Converge user ID as configured 

on Converge (case sensitive)

ssl_pin
Converge PIN as generated 

within Converge (case sensitive)

Only the minimum required fields, as well as recommended fields are shown in this section. 
Additional fields may be passed at transaction run time.
Required fields are based on the merchant account configuration within Converge. Virtual 
Terminal Fields including information such as CVV/CVC/CID, AVS and custom defined fields 
may be required if the account is configured for these options.
For best possible transaction rates, Elavon recommends passing as much information as possible.
For an extensive list of available key value pairs or XML input fields, refer to the Supported 
Transaction Input Fields section.

The Merchant Admin (MA) user ID cannot be used.
It is strongly recommended that you create a user ID specifically for the API. This allows more 
accurate tracking of how transactions occur and who is submitting them, as well as protects you in 
the event of a security compromise by limiting what transaction types the user ID can process.
It is strongly recommended that your user PIN is 32 or 64 characters long.
Each merchant account has one Merchant Admin user called the MA user, which is identical to 
your Converge ID (VID) and can also have multiple standard users. When specifying a user ID in 
the transaction request, make sure that the PIN matches the user ID that you are passing for the 
desired terminal you wish to process transactions.
Each VID can have multiple UIDs, each UID will have a unique PIN per terminal assigned 
(hierarchy).
The ssl_user_id cannot be omitted and should be passed along with a correct PIN for all 
transactions even if that user ID is the Merchant Admin user. The application will validate that the 
correct VID (ssl_merchant_id), user ID (ssl_user_id), and PIN (ssl_pin) combination has 
been passed for each transaction.
When an account has more than one terminal, it is the combination of ssl_merchant_id, 
ssl_pin, and ssl_user_id that Converge uses to determine which terminal the transaction is 
processed under.



All sensitive data, specifically your Converge credentials, must be placed in server side code rather than 

placing hidden value fields on an HTML form. This will limit the ability of malicious users to edit and use 

this data for their own fraudulent purposes. The use of server-side scripting allows custom HTML to be 

delivered to a client machine. The code that generates the custom HTML is processed on the Web server 

before the HTML is sent to the user?s machine over the Internet.

This is in contrast to client-side scripting where the HTML is modified, typically by java-script in the 

client?s machine after the HTML and java are sent from the Web server. The primary strength of using 

server-side scripting with Converge integration is the ability to hide the sensitive processing credentials from 

the browser.

Payment Forms
The Payment Form is where customers enter the necessary or required personal and credit card information 

required to process transactions. It is also the page that sends transactions to the Converge system for 

 processing. You can provide information in two ways:

Merchant Payment Form:

If you provide your own payment form to the customer, your form must send all of the necessary data 

to complete the transaction into Converge for process.do with show form set to false and 

processxml.do.

Converge:

If Converge provides the payment form to the customer on your behalf, you only need to give the 

system enough information to know who you are, along with any special information about your 

transaction that the customer is not going to enter. The Converge payment form is applicable to 

process.do with the show form set to true only.

Merchant Payment Form
This section explains how to send information for Converge to process credit card transactions without 

additional input from your customer. If you want to collect all of the data from the customer, and only send 

the information to Converge after it has all been gathered, you can do so. When using processxml.do, 

processBatch.do, and accountxml.do, the ssl_show_form property does not apply. The following 

data is required for all transactions. For security purposes, Elavon recommends this data be sent using an 

SSL connection:
Field Name Description

ssl_merchant_id

Converge ID as 

provided by 

Elavon

It is best that the user ID used for the API is a separate user from the one used to login to the 
Converge application user interface. It is best that you never use your API user to login to the 
application.

authorization

Process of having credit card, gift card, and PIN less debit transactions approved by the issuing bank through communication with the network.



Field Name Description

ssl_user_id

Converge user ID as 

configured on Converge 

(case sensitive)

ssl_pin

Converge PIN as 

generated within Converge 

(case sensitive)

ssl_transaction_type Transaction type

You must include some additional information when you use your customized payment form. The additional 

required fields that you must pass to Converge are:
Field Name Description

(Card Data)

Track data Elements 

required for swiped 

transactions

ssl_card_number

Card number (required for hand-

keyed transactions where the track 

data is not present)

ssl_exp_date

Expiration date (required to be used 

with card number on hand-keyed 

transactions)

ssl_amount Transaction amount

There are also conditional fields that should be supplied based on Converge configuration information. 

These include Card Present indicator, AVS and CVV data. The conditional field requirements will be 

reviewed further in another section of this guide.

Converge Payment Form
This section explains how to send information to have Converge present a payment form to your customer. 

This payment form will gather information from your customer such as the name displayed on their credit 

card, card number, expiration date, billing and shipping address, as well as other fields you specify in your 

Web page?s code or in the Terminal Setup section of your Converge account. The ssl_show_form

property must be set to true and it is only available through process.do. The first step is to submit the 

minimum information to Converge. The minimum information required to provide a payment form to your 

customer are the following fields:
Field Name Description

ssl_merchant_id

Converge ID as 

provided by 

Elavon

ssl_user_id

Converge user ID as 

configured on Converge 

(case sensitive)

The Merchant Admin (MA) user ID cannot be used. 



Field Name Description

ssl_pin

Converge PIN as 

generated within 

Converge (case sensitive)

ssl_transaction_type Transaction type

ssl_show_form Set to true for process.do

If you have more than one terminal assigned to your account, you must ensure that the PIN you use 

corresponds to the correct terminal. With these two pieces of information, Converge can display a payment 

form that allows your customers to enter all of the transaction data based on the settings you have pre-

determined in your Converge account. If you want to integrate Converge with a website that offers paid 

goods or services, and want to charge for those goods or services by credit card, use the following procedure:
1. Create a form on your website.
2. Set the action of the form to a script on your server that will send a POST request to the process.do

URL using cURL or an equivalent. Refer to the URLS section to set your URL for either the demo or 

production environment.
3. Collect as much or as little transactional data on the website as needed and pass the values through the 

POST to your server-side script. Example: Pass an amount to your script, but allow the customer to fill 

out the Converge hosted payment form with their contact and shipping information and credit card 

data.
4. On the server-side script, collect the information from the POST request (typically using $_POST

variables or an equivalent) and include the ssl_merchant_id, ssl_user_id, and ssl_pin.
5. Set the transaction type you wish to perform ssl_transaction_type to ccsale to perform a sale 

or ccauthonly for an authorization.
6. Call Converge?s process.do through cURL or the equivalent and Converge will return the source 

code for your payment form, or the response as indicated by the ssl_show_form value to the 

customer?s browser.
7. Set the value of the ssl_amount so that it is unable to be changed on the payment form (unless you 

are accepting donations).
8. Add a Submit button on your website.

With ssl_show_form set equal to true, a form similar to the following image (fields are displayed based 

on the Admin settings in the Converge configuration) displays and contains all information submitted in the 

transaction request sent to process.do:

Typically, this method is used when integrating using process.do in an e-Commerce environment. This method, although less work for the integrator, is 
also less flexible. When you use this form to collect cardholder data such as card number, expiration date and CVV2, you can reduce the level of PA-DSS 
scrutiny. 

Do not include your ssl_merchant_id, ssl_user_id, and ssl_pin in hidden fields on the website. 

Once integration testing has been completed and you are ready to begin processing production transactions, you must ensure that your integrated solution is 
pointed to the production environment (http://www.myvirtualmerchant.com/VirtualMerchant/process.do) and passing your unique production credentials. 



Receipt Forms
A receipt is the customer?s documentation of the outcome of a transaction or simply known as the 

transaction response. The receipt can be displayed in two ways:

Merchant Receipt:

If you draw your own receipt, your form must handle the data received from Converge to correctly 

communicate to your customers the outcome of their transactions.

Converge Receipt:

If Converge draws the receipt for you, you do not need to include logic to parse through the Converge 

result. However, your customer might not return to your website when the transaction is complete.

Additionally the application will allow you to specify an alternative destination where the response is sent to:

Export Script:

Converge will send the receipt/ response via an export script to the destination of your choice a back 

end process used mainly when adjusting inventory in real time, it is transparent to your consumer. You 

do not need to include logic to parse through the Converge result. The script is fired as a backup to the 

response. When Converge sends the receipt or response to your integrated application, it will also fire 

an export script of that response to specified URL.

Merchant Receipt

This section explains what you need to do to show your customer a receipt of your own creation for a 

Converge transaction. The receipt has many configuration possibilities that can be driven by code, or by 

choices made in the Administration section of the Converge website. Refer to the Converge System 

Administration Guide for more information on using the Converge website to configure your receipt options.

Input Four primary variables dictate how receipts are processed:
ssl_result_format
ssl_receipt_link_method
ssl_receipt_link_url
ssl_receipt_link_text

In addition, you can use the variables below to allow for a different type of receipt for approvals and 

declines. If you use the variables above, they will take precedence over the following parameters:
ssl_receipt_decl_method
ssl_receipt_decl_get_url
ssl_receipt_decl_post_url
ssl_receipt_decl_text
ssl_receipt_apprvl_method
ssl_receipt_apprvl_get_url
ssl_receipt_apprvl_post_url
ssl_receipt_apprvl_link_text

Output The ssl_result_format has two acceptable values:

ASCII

HTML

If you do not specify the result format, an HTML receipt will be returned. If you select ASCII, only a list of 

key value pairs will be returned. The other receipt-related parameters you have set are ignored. The ASCII 

format is recommended if you are using an intermediary application to send transactions to Converge, rather 

than sending transactions directly from an HTML form on a Web page that is driven by your customer?s 



actions. The ASCII format will allow you to easily parse through the transaction data and choose what to 

display to your customer, and what data to use in other ways for your own application. Receipt Link 
Method There are four options for the various ssl_receipt_link_method variables. To display a receipt 

of your own you must use REDG (RE-Direct GET). REDG will redirect the customer?s browser to the URL 

of your choosing, as soon as the transaction is processed by Converge. Using the various 

ssl_receipt_link_url variables, Converge gives you the option to send approved and declined 

transactions to the same URL or to different URLs to handle them separately. If you use the REDG method 

and wish to have separate approved and declined behaviors, you must use the get versions of the 

ssl_receipt_link_url variables, to specify the destination URL. Specifically:
ssl_receipt_decl_get_url
ssl_receipt_apprvl_get_url

Converge Receipt

This section shows you how to have Converge display the receipt to your customer. The receipt has many 

configuration possibilities that can be driven by code or by choices made in the Administration section of 

the Converge website. Refer to the Converge System Administration Guide for more information about how 

to use the Converge website to configure your receipt options. Input Four primary variables dictate how 

receipts are processed:
ssl_result_format
ssl_receipt_link_method
ssl_receipt_link_url
ssl_receipt_link_text

You also have the option to use variations of the last three variables to allow for a different type of receipt 

for approvals and declines. If you use the variables above, they will take precedence over the following 

parameters:
ssl_receipt_decl_method
ssl_receipt_decl_get_url
ssl_receipt_decl_post_url
ssl_receipt_decl_text
ssl_receipt_apprvl_method
ssl_receipt_apprvl_get_url
ssl_receipt_apprvl_post_url
ssl_receipt_apprvl_link_text

ssl_result_format The ssl_result_format has two acceptable values: ASCII and HTML. If you do not 

specify the format, an HTML receipt will be returned. If you specify ASCII, only a list of key value pairs 

will be returned, and the other receipt related parameters you sent will be ignored. The ASCII format is 

intended to be called by a separate application that will process the data, instead of directly by a webpage 

used by a customer that initiates a transaction. ssl_receipt_link_method The various 

ssl_receipt_link_method variables have four options:

GET

POST

LINK

REDG (RE-Direct GET)

The first two choices use the button at the bottom of the receipt for the customer to select whether to return 

to your website. The two options pass the transaction?s data back to your site using the method chosen. 

LINK presents a hyperlink at the bottom of the Converge receipt page and does not transmit data back to 

your website. REDG (RE-Direct GET) is covered in more details in the next section. Output An HTML 

page displays and notifies whether the transaction was approved or not. If the transaction was approved, the 

receipt displays the data elements that make up the transaction. A link back to your website is displayed at 



the bottom of the page. This link is configured based on the parameters you send or by the configuration 

settings specified in the Converge administrative website. You can set the format to ASCII or override the 

receipt link parameter in your code. It is also possible to specify the behavior for the approvals separate from 

the behavior of the declines. A receipt containing ssl_result = 0 represents an approved transaction. A 

receipt that contains any other value for ssl_result represents a declined transaction or a transaction that 

had an error that prevented it from being authorized. Refer to the Error Codes section for more information.

Export Scripts

Some merchants request that the results of their payment transactions be returned to their website for 

inventory purposes, sales analysis, or customer database maintenance. Converge offers the ability to do so 

through an Export script. Export scripts are an asynchronous authorization response method, allowing you to 

designate an alternate destination for the transaction response. In addition to returning a response to you, 

Converge will also send that response to the export destination of your choice. Converge will send an Export 

script and then posts the transaction results to your system after completing each transaction in Real-time.

Export script generation uses default encoding ISO-8859-1. Converge will send an Export script and then 

posts the transaction results to your system after completing each transaction in Real- time. If you setup a 

website without username and password, Converge will just post the response to the destination, but if you 

have setup a secure Export script (website that require authentication), Converge first will authenticate the 

script using the username and password from the setup then post the transaction response. If Converge 

doesn?t provide the correct credentials, it is not allowed to post the script to your system. The export script 

that gets sent back to you is the same whether you are doing authentication or not. The only difference 

between the Export script with authentication and non-authentication is the handshake. Once the handshake 

is established the export script is then sent. The Export script if set up will be run following completion of a 

transaction (approvals, declines, errors). It returns results of a payment to your web server using a standard 

web protocol HTTP to call a page on your server just as a browser calls any web page. The Export script 

dumps data about the transaction response to the web page using a form POST. Export Script Setup
To initiate export scripts on your payments, log into the Converge Virtual Terminal and select the Terminal | 

Advanced | System Setup option located under the Export Options section.

These URLs can all be the same, or they can be different. You should be using a secure server protected by a 

security certificate. Simply enter the URL (for example, https://www.ismerchant.com [10]). If you wish, the 

web page used can be secured by regular web page authentication. To do this, simply specify the username 

and password required to access the page. Fill in an approval URL entry if you wish information to be 

exported only for those transactions for which the system received an approval. Otherwise a script will fire 

for both approved and declined transactions. We have built in an additional verification process to allow you 

to submit a confirmation string that our system will look for in each Export script response. If our system 

does not detect this string, it will then issue an Alert Email to advise you that the export script has failed. If 

you wish to use a confirmation string, enter it where indicated. If you wish to provide a confirmation string, 

it must be used in conjunction with the username and password. When you have completed all fields, you 

must click Update to save your settings. Once you have set up the export script with the correct web page, it 

will start sending the transaction data to that page after each applicable transaction has been processed.

Export Script Examples This is an example of the script that gets posted back to the merchant destination (

https://www.merchantinventory.com/postscriptshere [11])

Export scripts are permission based feature. You can enter any of three URLs:
One to specify where the approvals should be sent
One to specify where the declines should be sent
One to specify where the errors should be sent
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    POST https://www.merchantinventory.com/postscriptshere HTTP/1.1Content- 
Length:803Host:www. merchantinventory:-1Content-Type: application/x-www- form-
urlencodeduser-agent:Apache-HttpClient/4.2.2 (java 1.5)authorization:{}
        ssl_email=&
        ssl_cvv2_response=M&Custom3=&
        ssl_ship_to_phone=&
        ssl_last_name=&Custom1=&Custom2=&
        ssl_ship_to_country=&
        ssl_ship_to_s tate=&
        ssl_account_balance=4.00&
        ssl_ship_to_zip=&
        ssl_company=&
        ssl_result_message=APPROVAL&
        ssl_country=&
        ssl_city=&
        ssl_phone=&
        ssl_invoice_number=&
        ssl_ship_to_address2=&
        ssl_ship_to_address1=&
        ssl_transaction_currency=USD&        ssl_txn_id=AA4843B-8464D502-E195-46B7-
838C-160E218558CF&
        ssl_result=0&
        ssl_ship_to_company=&
        ssl_avs_response=&
        ssl_tran saction_type=SALE&
        ssl_approval_code=CVI463&
        ssl_ship_to_last_name=&
        ssl_avs_zip=&
        ssl_ship_to_city=&
        ssl_dynamic_dba=Sch.Med*&
        ssl_exp_date=1215&
        ssl_ship_to_first_name=&
        ssl_avs_address=&
        ssl_salestax=&
        ssl_description=&
        ssl_add ress2=&
        ssl_first_name=&
        ssl_amount=4.00&
        ssl_state=&
        ssl_card_number=00**********0000&
        ssl_txn_time=01/03/2014 04:18:42 PM

This is an example of a similar transaction but authenticated (username here is USER) so when Converge 

reaches a destination it must provide the USER and the password in order to be allowed to post the data in 

green:

    POST https://demo.myvirtualmerchant.com/VirtualMerchantDemo/trans.do 
HTTP/1.1Content-Length:1060Host:demo.myvirtualmerchant.com:-1Content- Type: 
application/x-www-form-urlencodeduser-agent:Apache- HttpClient/4.2.2 (java 
1.5)authorization:{BASIC =[principal: USER]}
        ssl_email=&
        ssl_cvv2_response=M&Custom3=&
        ssl_ship_to_phone=&
        ssl_last_name=&Custom1=&Custom2=&
        ssl_ship_to_country=&
        ssl_ship_to_state=&
        ssl_account_ balance=4.00&
        ssl_ship_to_zip=&
        ssl_company=&
        ssl_result_message=APPROVAL&s sl_country=&
        ssl_city=&
        ssl_phone=&
        ssl_invoice_number=&



        ssl_ship_to_address2=&
        ssl_ship_to_address1=&
        ssl_transaction_currency=USD&        ssl_txn_id=AA4983B-8464D602-E195-46B7-
838C-160E218876CF&
        ssl_result=0&
        ssl_ship_to_company=&
        ssl_avs_response=&
        ssl_tra nsaction_type=SALE&
        ssl_approval_code=CVI463&
        ssl_ship_to_last_name=&
        ssl_a vs_zip=&
        ssl_ship_to_city=&
        ssl_dynamic_dba=Sch.Med*&
        ssl_exp_date=1215&
        ssl_ship_to_first_name=&
        ssl_avs_address=&
        ssl_salestax=&
        ssl_description=&
        ssl_address2=&
        ssl_first_name=&
        ssl_amount=4.00&
        ssl_state=&
        ssl_card_number=00**********0000&
        ssl_txn_time=01/03/2014 04:22:11 PM
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